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This field guide explores the contexts in which educational leaders work to ensure that
there is a fully qualified and satisfied teacher in each classroom. It provides in-depth
information on best practices to notice, suggestions to make, and reflective questions to
ask in the six areas of teacher performance. Strategies for gathering and analyzing data
about teaching and learning from multiple sources are accompanied by clearly explained
feedback options. A CD-ROM of templates is included.
Essential Questions Addressed in This Text
Chapter 1: The Contexts
! What do schools and classrooms look like when they are organized around a
commitment to the achievement of high standards by all students?
! What is my role in creating, implementing, and maintaining such a school?
! What is the role of the supervision and evaluation process in promoting teacher growth
and student learning?
Chapter II: Areas of Performance
! What decisions, behaviors, and questions promote teacher growth and student learning?
! What does it look and sounds like when teaching and learning is centered on the high
achievement of all students?
! How do we organize our thinking and analysis of teaching and learning?
Chapter III: Multiple Methods of Data Collection
! What are potential sources of data to use in building a body of evidence about the results
of the teaching and leading decisions we make and the actions we take?
! What data do we already have available and how might we use it in supervising,
mentoring, and coaching?
! What are the ways in which we can look beyond teacher work to include student work as
a part of our data?
Chapter IV: Feedback
! What knowledge, skills, and attitudes do I need to master in order to engage competent
teachers in conversations and conferences that lead to teacher growth, decision making,
and action in the interest of student learning?
! How do I work with teachers who are ineffective or not receptive to suggestions and
directions?
Just ASK consultants offer a six-day series that focuses on supervising best practice in
st
teaching and learning in the 21 century. Participants rave about the opportunities to spend
quality time with colleagues as they advance their thinking and skills around their roles as
instructional leaders.
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